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PASCAL-S [1, 34]

Abstract

Proposed

Psychology studies and behavioural observation show
that humans shift their attention from one location to another when viewing an image of a complex scene. This is
due to the limited capacity of the human visual system in
simultaneously processing multiple visual inputs. The sequential shifting of attention on objects in a non-task oriented viewing can be seen as a form of saliency ranking. Although there are methods proposed for predicting saliency
rank, they are not able to model this human attention shift
well, as they are primarily based on ranking saliency values
from binary prediction. Following psychological studies, in
this paper, we propose to predict the saliency rank by inferring human attention shift. Due to the lack of such data, we
first construct a large-scale salient object ranking dataset.
The saliency rank of objects is defined by the order that an
observer attends to these objects based on attention shift.
The final saliency rank is an average across the saliency
ranks of multiple observers. We then propose a learningbased CNN to leverage both bottom-up and top-down attention mechanisms to predict the saliency rank. Experimental results show that the proposed network achieves stateof-the-art performances on salient object rank prediction.
Code and dataset are available at https://github.
com/SirisAvishek/Attention_Shift_Ranks.
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Figure 1: First row shows a sample of PASCAL-S datatset [34]
which is used for saliency ranking in [1]. Note that multiple objects can be given the same saliency rank. Second row shows
a sample from our proposed dataset with distinct ground-truth
saliency ranks motivated by psychological studies. The colour
(orange→purple) indicates the saliency rank 1→5.

quentially select and shift attention from one region/object
to another [22, 27]. Such an ability is to deal with multiple simultaneous visual inputs, given the limited capacity
of the human visual system [40]. Modelling this ability is
important for the understanding of how humans interpret
images, and helps improve performance of relevant applications, e.g., autonomous driving [41] and robot-human interactions [48].
Some early applications of attention shift include visual
search [22] and scene analysis [23]. The attended regions
are guided by a saliency map representing the conspicuity of each region in a scene. Attention shift is then modelled as shifting of attention from one region to another in
an order of decreasing values in the saliency map [21, 27].
These early works estimate the saliency map only based on
low-level features (e.g., colour, intensity and orientation).
Recently, Gorji and Clark [15] model “Attentional Push”,
which refers to how scene actors (humans) may manipulate
the attention (gaze direction and location) of observers in
viewing an image. The work heavily relies on the “gaze-

1. Introduction
Research in saliency detection has grown extensively in
recent years, with the aim of locating objects or regions
that attract human visual attention. A good saliency detection technique benefits many high-level applications such
as image parsing [28], image captioning [63] and person
re-identification [74, 75]. Many methods are proposed that
model salient object detection as a binary prediction problem. Very few works explicitly model human attention shift
from one object to another.
Humans, however, are shown to have the ability to se1
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new saliency ranking dataset collected based on attention
shift. Our idea follows psychology studies that humans attend one object at a time in a complex scene. We consider
that the first object attended by an individual should have
the highest saliency. Subsequent attended objects should
be associated with descending saliency values (i.e., attention shift towards objects of lower saliency values). Since
different observers may have different saliency ranks on objects, we take the average of the saliency ranks from multiple observers to obtain the ground-truth saliency rank (Sec.
3.2). We show, with a user study, that such human attention shift on object instances correlates with object saliency
rank. Fig. 1 (bottom row) shows one sample. Each object
in an image is assigned a distinct saliency rank (1-5) that associates to the order of attention shift. Traditional saliency
models often introduce many false positive saliency to nonsalient objects and background (see Fig. 2 d-f). When the
shape of the objects is not well captured, it further impacts
the saliency rank prediction of the objects (e.g., “person”
in Fig. 2 d-f). Motivated by the above observations, we
propose a saliency rank prediction method inferring human
attention, using bottom-up and top-down attention mechanisms. Our model carries out object proposal, object segmentation and object rank prediction in one go, while prior
work (e.g., [1]) performs on region-level and makes no object proposal. The main contributions of this work include:

Figure 2: (a) image from our dataset, (b) corresponding groundtruth (GT) saliency rank, (c) corresponding GT saliency rank
(colourised), (d) saliency rank prediction by RSDNet [1], (e) corresponding saliency rank by RSDNet (GT objects overlaid and
colourised), (f) corresponding saliency rank by RSDNet with only
GT objects (overlaid and colourised), (g) salient object and segmentation proposed from our model, (h) our salient object rank
prediction, (i) our corresponding saliency rank with only GT objects (overlaid and colourised).

following” concept [46], which limits attention to a single
shift from a person in a scene to some other region. Islam et
al. [1] introduce the problem of relative ranking of salient
regions and apply them to rank on ground-truth salient objects from an existing PASCAL-S dataset [34]. The relative ranking is inferred from the agreement of binary object
saliency among multiple observers. The study is motivated
by the fact that observers are likely to have different views
of what objects are considered salient. In their implementation, they implicitly assume that multiple objects picked
by the same observer share equal saliency rank (Fig. 1, top
row). Simultaneous attention to multiple objects, however,
is not supported by behavioural observation because dividing attention between multiple objects often lead to poorer
performance [10] and may not truly reflect how humans
shift their attentions. Multiple objects with the same rank
would also make it hard to model the order of attention shift.
Saliency ranking of objects is impactful to many vision
areas and beyond. It is useful for fine-grained saliency detection and current applications utilizing traditional salient
object detection. Saliency ranks provides the priorities of
objects attended, where such rank priorities would benefit
tasks that require the understanding of human visual processing (e.g., compression and streaming of 8k video).
Inspired by the aforementioned saliency and psychological studies, we aim to investigate saliency rank that models human attention shift in this paper. We first propose a

• We propose a new research problem to predict objects’
saliency ranks according to human attention shift. It
is inspired by psychological and behavioural studies,
goes beyond human-object interaction [46], and shows
that object-object attention shift can also be modelled.
• We propose a new large-scale dataset for the problem
of salient object ranking, justified by our user study.
• We propose a deep learning architecture to jointly predict saliency ranks of multiple salient object instances
and their corresponding objects masks, with bottom-up
and top-down attention mechanisms.
• Extensive evaluations show that the proposed model
outperforms existing methods for salient object ranking and achieves state-of-the-art performance.

2. Related Work
2.1. Salient Object Detection
Salient object detection can be categorised into bottomup, top-down, or a combination of both. Here, we focus on those that combine both bottom-up and top-down
approaches. Early methods that combine bottom-up and
top-down approaches use hand-crafted and computational
based features. Bottom-up features often come from local and global contrasts in colour, intensity and orientation
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[26]. Top-down features often relate to the specific tasks at
hand. Notable examples include using high-level face features [64], photography bias [26], person and car detector
[4], gist features [44] and gaze patterns learnt from performing specific tasks [7]. With the advance of Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs), CNN features are leveraged to improve the performance of saliency detection.
[42, 72] use a simple stack of convolution and deconvolution layers, while [29, 33, 50] design multi-scale networks to capture contextual information for saliency inference. Recent studies further incorporate a top-down pathway [9, 18, 20, 30, 38, 56, 68, 71]. High-level semantics
in the top-layers are refined with the low-level features in
the shallow-layers through side connections. The refinement generates better representation at each layer [19] and
is thought to imitate the bottom-up (low-level stimuli) and
top-down (visual understanding) human visual process [57].
[58] follows the relationship between eye fixation and object saliency previously studied in [5, 34] and proposes to
use fixation maps to guide saliency in a top-down manner.
The above methods mimic the human visual process using both bottom-up and top-down pathways. Our network is
also CNN-based and contains both bottom-up and top-down
pathways. However, our bottom-up mechanism comes from
salient object proposals (inspired by [2]). We further introduce spatial size and location of object proposals in our
model. Our top-down pathway is inspired by the operation of explicit object-level features generated from object
proposals, with high-level image semantics obtained from a
backbone network. Note that most salient object detection
methods only perform binary saliency prediction, not providing clear segmentation between salient instances. Further they do not consider different saliency values between
individual objects. To the best of our knowledge, we are the
first to model salient object rank order according to attention shift with bottom-up and top-down mechanisms.

tractors. However, all these works use ranking as a formulation to output a final binary saliency prediction. They do
not predict saliency rank order as in our work.

2.3. Attention Mechanism
Attention mechanism has been proven to be effective
in improving natural language processing [43, 47, 52] and
many visual tasks [8, 25, 39, 53, 59, 66]. The attention
mechanism discussed here can be considered as top-down
attention. However, simple concatenation or element-wise
operations on multi-level features may not improve saliency
prediction [55] because noisy and non-relevant features
may impact the saliency network [37]. To solve this, [37]
computes attention weights using convolutional layers on
the local neighbourhood of pixels. [68] considers message
passing to capture rich contextual information from multilevel feature maps and uses a gate function to control the
rate of message passing. [55] introduces a recurrent mechanism to gather multi-scale contextual information and iteratively refine convolutional features. A recurrent mechanism
is also included in [73]. However, they learn to weight features spatially and in a channel-wise manner.
All these object saliency techniques apply attention
mechanism on region or patch-level features to find the most
salient areas while suppressing areas that do not contribute
to saliency. In our case, we compute attention explicitly on
the object-level and determine which objects are most relevant (not region for object saliency). We further use an attention mechanism with high-level scene semantics to guide
the prediction of salient object ranks.
Both [46] and [15] employ “gaze-following” concept to
find objects or regions likely gazed by humans. They incorporate a gaze-pathway that takes human head regions and
locations to generate a mask. The mask indicates the likely
locations that humans would be gazing towards in a scene.
Combining with a saliency map, they produce the final gaze
saliency. Unlike both works, our technique does not limit
to social scenes only and we explore attention shift among
multiple generic objects. It is more challenging as objects
that influence on attention shift may not present when there
is little interaction between the objects in a scene.

2.2. Ranking in Saliency
Ranking of salient objects is a relatively new problem. It
is introduced by Islam et al. [1], in which they define object
ranks as the degree of agreement among multiple observers
who consider if objects are salient. In our work, we define the saliency rank differently as the descending level of
saliency values that relates to the order of distinct objects attended by an observer, one at a time. Our definition is closer
to human visual attention and is motivated from past psychological studies and behavioural observations [40] where
multiple attentions of foci is not supported [10].
In the literature, there are works that use ranking techniques for saliency estimation. For example, [54, 65, 70]
use graph-based manifold ranking for saliency inference.
[3, 31, 32] also incorporate rank learning to select visual
features that best distinguish salient targets from real dis-

3. Saliency Rank Dataset from Attention Shift
3.1. Data Collection
In this paper, we propose, to our knowledge, the first
large-scale salient object ranking dataset by combining the
widely used MS-COCO dataset [36] with the SALICON
dataset [24]. MS-COCO contains complex images with
ground-truth object segmentation, while SALICON is built
on top of MS-COCO to provide mouse-trajectory-based fixations. The SALICON dataset [24] provides two sources
of fixation data: 1) fixation point sequences and 2) fixa3

tion maps for each image. We exploit these two sources
and consider three main approaches to generate our groundtruth saliency rank annotations. The first approach awards
higher saliency values to objects fixated early in a fixation
sequence. The second approach focuses only on the order
of distinct objects that were fixated without repetition. The
third approach uses the pixel intensity values from a fixation map. Both the first and third approaches are further extended, leading to nine strategies to generate ground-truth
annotations. We consider up to top-10 objects in the user
study, but use top-5 for saliency ranking prediction. These
approaches are elaborated on below, with more details in
the supplementary material.
Approach 1: For each image, we follow the fixation
points in a fixation sequence and assign descending saliency
scores to the fixated image pixels. We repeat this scoring of
pixels over all observer fixation data. The saliency rank of
an object can be computed by aggregating these saliency
scores that each object contains (i.e., the higher the aggregated score, the more salient the object and the higher
the rank). The number of fixation points varies among observers, leading to a large difference in scores. We try four
methods to generate the final saliency score for each object.
FixSeq-avg (average score): The final score for each object is the average score of all its pixels.
FixSeq-max (maximum score): The final score is the
maximum score of all its pixels.
FixSeq-avgPmax (average + maximum scores): It considers soft weighting of object scores by adding the average
and maximum pixel scores in an object. It tries to consistently assign higher scores to objects that are more regularly
fixated among observers.
FixSeq-avgMmax (average × maximum scores): Hard
weighting of object scores through multiplication of the average and maximum pixel score values.

Figure 3: Pick rates of maps from 11 participants in our user study
across 2500 images. These maps are generated by nine methods
that we experimented with in Sec. 3.1.

select one of nine corresponding maps that represents the
order of attractiveness of objects (see the Supplemental).
Fig. 3 shows that, on average, the map generated by DistFixSeq has the highest number of picks from participants.
The map aligns most to the order of attractiveness of objects. This suggests that the temporal order of fixated objects (attention shift) is vital for determining the strength of
attractiveness among multiple objects. Attractiveness of objects is considered as attracting attention towards the objects
and thus indicating their saliency [69].
We can further see that there are more picks of the methods from Approach 1 (maps generated from temporal fixation) than those of Approach 3 (maps generated from fixation map only, without temporal data). This suggests that ignoring the temporal fixation order, or using the order by fixation intensity alone, does not always capture the expected
order of saliency (attractiveness of objects).
These results correlate to the idea of attention shift by descending saliency values in [22], and prompt our definition
of saliency rank order via attention shift. It supports us to
use DistFixSeq to generate the ground-truth saliency ranking for the development of our rank prediction technique.

Approach 2: Next, we focus on distinct objects fixated in
a sequence but ignore any repeating objects. We assign descending scores to objects based on the order of fixation and
average them across all observers (i.e., the higher the score
of an object, the higher its rank). This is the DistFixSeq.
Approach 3: We use the pixel values from the fixation
maps as the scores for pixels. Similar to Approach 1, we extend this approach into four methods, namely, FixMap-avg
(average score), FixMap-max (maximum score), FixMapavgPmax (average + maximum scores) and FixMapavgMmax (average × maximum scores).

4. Proposed Network Architecture
4.1. Network Architecture Overview
We propose a CNN model to predict saliency rank with a
bottom-up bias stimuli [6, 23], which we find useful to pick
up the most salient objects in the scene. The saliency rank,
especially on those less salient objects, may relate to the
scene structure and observer interpretation [11]. As a result,
the saliency rank modelling requires higher-level cues and
prior knowledge [14].

3.2. User Study and Analysis
We perform a user study with 11 participants to find out
which of these methods produce more consistent groundtruth attention shift order based on human judgment. Participants were instructed to observe an image first, and then
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al. [12] present a model architecture much like the MaskRCNN [16]. They produce object proposals by adopting the
Feature Pyramid Network (FPN) [35] and propose a salient
instance segmentation branch that extends the segmentation
branch in Mask-RCNN. The purpose of their network is to
perform salient-instance segmentation, while we investigate
salient object ranking based on attention shift order.
Inspired by these work, we adopt Mask-RCNN as the
backbone of our model and to provide efficient object proposals and segmentation. The FPN serves as a bottom-up
attentive mechanism [2].
To model saliency in the object-level, we apply RoIAlign
[16] and two fully connected layers (FCs) to extract objectlevel features, oi ∈ R1024 , for each object proposal, leading
to a set of object features O = {o1 , o2 , . . . , oM }, where
M = 30 is the maximum number of object proposals. We
further take the pyramid features “P 5” from the FPN as the
high-level features input to the SAM module for top-down
attention. The segmentation branch generates pixel-wise
segmentation of objects for a clearer final saliency map.
Different from [13, 49, 67], we do not output bounding
boxes of salient objects. Instead, we predict a saliency map
that indicates the pixel-wise segmentation and the saliency
ranks of object instances. In contrast to [12], we exploit
components of Mask-RCNN to build our bottom-up and
top-down model for salient object ranking.
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Figure 4: Architecture Overview. The model consists of a backbone network, Selective Attention Module (SAM), Spatial Mask
Module (SMM) and a classification network for salient object
ranking. We utilise Mask-RCNN [16] as our bottom-up backbone
to provide object proposals with the FPN [35], and object segmentation from the segmentation branch. The bottom-up SMM
extracts low-level features of the proposed objects while the topdown SAM considers high-level contextual attention features.

The proposed network architecture consists of four modules, namely, a backbone network based on Mask-RCNN
[16], a Selective Attention Module (SAM), Spatial Mask
Module (SMM) and a saliency rank network, as illustrated
in Fig. 4. They are arranged to provide alternate bottom-up
and top-down attention mechanisms.
Mask-RCNN generates object proposals as a bottom-up
approach similar to [2]. This provides us individual object features and allows us to learn semantics information
on the object-level in subsequent modules. Next, the SAM
compares the features of each object to the global semantic
image features in order to determine relevant target salient
objects. This module provides a top-down attention mechanism and is motivated by psychophysical findings that humans frequently gaze towards interesting objects. It encapsulates important scene semantics [62] and interpretation
due to eye gazes [11]. We then combine the features output by SAM with spatial masks in the SMM. We use spatial
masks as a low-level cue, which embeds the relative size
and location of each object in the image. Finally, we infer saliency rank of object instances with a small classification network. We adopt the segmentation branch of MaskRCNN to produce segmentation for the object instances.

4.3. Selective Attention Module (SAM)
A straightforward choice to model how humans attend
one object to another would be a recurrent strategy. Such a
strategy is computation and memory expensive, especially
when there are a lot of objects in an image (like those in
our proposed dataset). To model all relationships of objects
and their associated attention shift probabilities in a potential sequence, it would easily lead to an exponential growth
problem as the number of proposals increases.
Instead of using recurrent strategy to model attention
shift, we get inspirations from recent task-based techniques
[8, 39, 52, 53, 59, 66] which were greatly benefited from
some forms of attention mechanisms. These mechanisms
are often designed to dynamically weight relevant features
or entities tailored to certain tasks while suppressing the distractors. Here, we consider that an attention mechanism
would be useful to infer the way observers shift their attentions because it encapsulates important scene semantics
[62] and interpretation due to eye gazes [11].
Furthermore, though human actors in an image would
affect observers to shift their gazes [15], we consider that
individual generic objects may not necessarily have such
strong influence on attention shift. For generic images (e.g.,
non-human scenes and images with little interactions between objects), we consider that the scene structure and relationship between objects may have a stronger influence

4.2. Backbone Network
Objectness and object proposals for binary salient object detection have been explored in [13, 49, 67]. Feng
et al. [13] extend the global rarity principle (rare and less
frequently occurring objects are likely to be salient) to derive object saliency. It uses a sliding-window mechanism to
determine if the features inside the windows contain foreground or background features. [13] and [67] further extend it to many sliding windows of various scales. Fan et
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the size and location of the proposed objects in relation to
the visual scene. We capture such information with a binary
mask (i.e., assigning a value of 1 to pixels within a bounding
box, and 0 otherwise). We pass the spatial masks through
three convolutional layers to compress each of them into a
64-D feature vector. Each spatial features are then combined with their corresponding object features with a concatenation layer and followed by a FC layer. It reduces the
feature dimension to a fixed size of 512 [52]. This module
can be considered as a process of combining bottom-up and
semantic attributes of objects [62].

Dot product

Figure 5: Details of the Selective Attention Module (SAM).

on attention shift [44]. We thus develop a Selective Attention Module to compute top-down attention by comparing
object features individually to the image scene features.
We build the attention module using Scaled Dot-Product
Attention [52] (Fig. 5) with image and object features. We
use the pyramid feature, “P 5”, from the backbone network
as the image feature. A (1 × 1) convolution and global average pooling is applied onto the pyramid features to obtain
our high-level image representation.
Before computing the dot-product, we first project the
object and image features into a 512-D space [52]. Here
we embed the features of each object into individual feature vector using a shared FC layer. Two separate feature
vectors are generated with separate FC layers, both taking
the pooled image features as input. The sets of new features from the pooled image features are further repeated
M times. The attention mechanism then use these embeddings to perform dot product similarity of individual object features with the image features. We add scaling factor
[52], and apply softmax activation to obtain the attention
score. Our attention module computes attention scores with
multiple heads (4 heads) in parallel. The idea is that each
attention head would learn different high-level information
to guide scoring/weighting for salient targets. The outputs
from multiple attention heads are concatenated and is sent
through a FC layer. Finally, we add a residual connection
and a FC layer for the module output.

4.5. Saliency Rank Network
Our initial attempt to model salient object detection and
attention shift order ranking is to cast it into a classification problem. In our setting, we consider C = 5 ranks and
leave exploring higher ranks as future work. With one additional background class for non-salient objects, our classification has 6 = 5 + 1 classes. Saliency and rank are then
predicted with a small classification network consisting of
three convolution layers and one classification layer. During inference, we combine the saliency rank classification
with object segmentation (from the segmentation branch) to
generate the final salient object rank map. However, a classification formulation cannot ensure that the detected salient
objects would be assigned distinct saliency ranks.
To address this problem, we instead use the softmax rank
classification probabilities in a scoring mechanism. For
each object, we first take the probability of its predicted
saliency rank as the initial score. We then add and multiply
the initial score with a value relative to the predicted rank.
Objects that are supposedly of higher ranks will accumulate
higher scores. This is inspired by [1], which determines object saliency rank by the descending average pixel saliency
value of each object. By doing so, we can ensure distinct
saliency rank to be predicted for each object. Finally, we
consider the top-5 saliency rank order of objects from their
descending score values.

4.4. Spatial Mask Module (SMM)
Understanding the relationship between object properties and scene context can help select relevant targets in a
complex scenario [51]. For example, very small objects
in a scene may not attract human attention. Objects close
to the centre of the image may be more salient due to the
“center bias” concept [26, 65]. These motivate us to include low-level objects properties (e.g., size and locations)
to learn contextual features that model relationship between
objects and scene.
Using the bounding boxes of object proposals, we generate a spatial mask for each object. Spatial masks embed

5. Experiments
5.1. Experimental Setup
Implementation Details: We fine-tune our backbone
components of Mask-RCNN on salient objects before train6

Table 1: Comparison with state-of-the-art methods on our dataset.
Note that RSDNet scores are based on direct prediction with pretrained weights from their dataset. ↑(↓) means the higher(lower)
the better. Top two scores are shown in red and blue, respectively.

ning our final model on salient object ranking. A pre-trained
ResNet-101 [17] is used to initialise the convolutional layers of the Mask-RCNN. All images during training and testing are resized to 1024 × 1024 before feeding into the network. During inference, we resize the output saliency map
back to the original size of 640 × 480. Our model is implemented by the Tensorflow framework and trained on an
Nvidia GTX 1080 Ti GPU. We set the mini-batch size to
8. We train variations of the network for 40 epochs each,
taking a maximum of 6 hours for one model training. We
use the SGD optimizer with gradient norm clipping set to
5. Learning rate is set to 10−3 , with momentum and weight
decay configured as 0.9 and 10−4 , respectively.

Method
RSDNet [1]
S4Net [12]
BASNet [45]
CPD-R [60]
SCRN [61]
Ours

MAE ↓

SOR ↑

#Images used ↑

0.139
0.150
0.115
0.100
0.116
0.101

0.728
0.891
0.707
0.766
0.756
0.792

2418
1507
2402
2417
2418
2365

ranks. It also works even when a technique predicts a completely different set of objects from the ground-truth.

Datasets: Our dataset employs the same set of images and
fixation sequence from SALICON [24], and contains object
segmentation masks from MS-COCO [36]. The SALICON
dataset consists of 10K training, 5K validation and testing
images. There are no annotations for the test set. We use
the training and validation sets to build our dataset. We consider saliency ranking based on the fixation sequence of the
first 5 distinct objects visited without repetition (DistFixSeq,
Sec. 3). The choice of the method is supported by our user
study. We discard images with no object annotations, and
those images containing smaller objects that are completely
enclosed by larger ones. Finally, we use images containing
at least two salient objects (i.e., at least two ranks) to ensure
that we have attention shift for our salient object ranking
task. The dataset is randomly split into 7646 training, 1436
validation and 2418 test images, respectively.

5.2. Comparison with State-of-the-Arts
Quantitative Evaluation: We compare against five stateof-the-art methods, namely the RSDNet [1], S4Net [12],
BASNet [45], CPD-R [60] and SCRN [61], in which RSDNet first introduces saliency rank. Note that all these methods do not predict object segmentation and instead only provide a single binary saliency map.
The S4Net is chosen since it has a similar structure to
our backbone and outputs object instance segmentation. We
modify the S4Net code in order to predict up to 6 classes for
each object instead of the binary prediction as in their original paper [12], for a fair comparison. We then apply our
method of inference to obtain distinct saliency ranks. For
all the rest compared models and RSDNet, the predicted
saliency ranks of ground-truth objects is obtained by averaging the pixel saliency values. Object rank is determined
by descending order of such averages.
The experimental results are shown in Table 1, which
shows that our method outperforms other methods on the
proposed dataset, achieving the best overall performance
with better scores among all measurements (MAE, SOR and
Images used). Note that RSDNet uses all images during
the SOR calculation, due to its single binary saliency maps
often containing many false saliency. Noise or very weak
saliency is often propagated throughout the image and reach
parts of the objects. This allows RSDNet to obtain saliency
rank by averaging object pixel values to cover most objects.
S4Net shows the highest SOR score; however, it is only
able to calculate the score in under two thirds of the test images. The rest is not used as it cannot predict any objects
matching the ground-truth for those images. In general,
good rank prediction that covers all objects should translate
to both high SOR and low MAE simultaneously. Though
S4Net has the highest SOR, it also has the highest (worst)
MAE. It means that S4Net only performs well to predict a
small subset but not all salient objects and their ranks. SOR
excludes any missing objects and does not penalise such

Evaluation Metrics: We use the Salient Object Ranking
(SOR) metric [1] for evaluation. It is formulated as the
Spearman’s Rank-Order correlation between the rank order
of the predicted salient objects and the ground-truth. The
correlation metric measures the strength and direction of the
monotonic relationship between two rank order lists with
[−1, 1] indicating negative to positive correlation. However
it does not cater for the case when there are no common objects between the two rank variables. For example, when
one technique predicts a completely different set of objects
from the ground-truth, SOR is not defined. Therefore, we
further report how many images were used to calculate the
average SOR for the whole test set, where the more images
used the more reliable the SOR is. The reported SOR measurement is all normalised to [0,1].
We also do a comparison with the mean absolute error (MAE), which measures the average per-pixel difference between the prediction and ground-truth. We calculate
MAE between the original predicted saliency map and the
ground-truth map, before any post-processing of saliency
prediction to obtain the saliency rank. It is an alternative
measure for the quality of both predicted saliency maps and
7
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Figure 7: Comparison of the proposed method with state-of-the-art methods: RSDNet [1], S4Net [12], BASNet [45], CPD-R [60] and
SCRN [61]. Each example in the top row shows the input image, ground-truth saliency map and ground-truth ranks, while for the following
rows: (i) saliency prediction map, (ii) saliency prediction map with predicted rank of ground-truth object segments colourised on top, and
(iii) corresponding map that contains only the predicted rank of ground-truth objects. The result in (iii) is leveraged to obtain the predicted
saliency ranks for quantitative evaluation.

missing prediction. The high MAE of S4Net indicates both
incorrect prediction of saliency maps and object ranks.
CPD-R produces the bets MAE score. However, the
saliency maps produced are usually not as smooth as ours,
and non-salient areas often filled with false saliency values.
Its ranking score, SOR, is also inferior to ours.
Overall, the proposed method performs the best, with the
best SOR using most images while maintaining a low MAE.

Table 2: Ablation study of the proposed model. BbSR refers to the
backbone network and the small saliency rank network.

Qualitative Evaluation: We showcase results in Fig. 7
for qualitative comparison. The proposed network directly
generates a saliency rank map that segments each object instance and predicts their respective ranks simultaneously.
The saliency maps obtained from RSDNet [1] often contain
many false saliency and with incomplete object prediction.
S4Net [12] often predicts wrong and fewer object proposals than ours. Fewer object proposals lead to less available
objects for SOR calculation and thus unreliable SOR score.
BASNet [45] produces cleaner results. However, BASNet,
RSDNet, CPD-R [60] and SCRN [61] often mix up the respective object ranks. This validates the effectiveness of our
saliency rank approach that infers attention shift order.

6. Conclusion

Method
BbSR
BbSR+SAM
BbSR+SMM
BbSR+SAM+SMM

MAE ↓

SOR ↑

#Images used ↑

0.109
0.101
0.111
0.101

0.773
0.782
0.769
0.792

2353
2373
2361
2365

In this paper, we proposed to our knowledge the first
saliency rank dataset based on attention shift order. The
dataset is motivated by psychological studies and behavioural observations, and is supported by our user study,
that humans attend salient objects one at a time and in
an order of decreasing values of saliency. We also proposed a novel saliency rank prediction approach that infers attention shift order. The proposed approach performs
favourably against several state-of-the-art methods on the
proposed saliency rank dataset.

5.3. Ablation Study

Acknowledgement: Avishek Siris is supported by the
Swansea Science DTC Postgraduate Research Scholarship.
Jianbo Jiao is supported by the EPSRC Programme Grant
Seebibyte EP/M013774/1. The user study was supported
by the College of Science, Swansea University. We thank
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Here we perform an ablation study to evaluate each of the
proposed components, in Table 2. The full model has the
best overall performance. It provides the highest SOR score
using large number of images. The MAE is also tied as best.
These show the effectiveness of the proposed components.
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